
GROUP 1

Describe how one of your schools has changed on their journey as a Creative School - what

changes have you noticed?

Consider teachers, learners, leaders, pedagogy, curriculum planning and delivery, youth

voice, engagement, partnerships and any other changes. There is a text box for each CA. 

Describe how one of your schools is evolving in the programme. There is a text box for each

CA. 

A 2020 school experience began with one enthuasiastic Schools Coordinator, but nothing could

really happen until a new Principal began. By that time the school had closed (Jan 2021) and the

Schools Coordinator left! However this miraculously has not been bad as I kept up close

communications with everyone throughout. 

GROUP 2 GROUP 4

Describe how one of your schools has changed on their journey as a Creative School -

what changes have you noticed?

Consider teachers, learners, leaders, pedagogy, curriculum planning and delivery, youth

voice, engagement, partnerships and any other changes. There is a text box for each CA. 

Describe how one of your schools is evolving in the programme. There is a text box for

each CA. 

Describe how one of your schools has changed on their journey as a Creative School -

what changes have you noticed?

Consider teachers, learners, leaders, pedagogy, curriculum planning and delivery, youth

voice, engagement, partnerships and any other changes. There is a text box for each CA. 

Describe how one of your schools is evolving in the programme. There is a text box for

each CA. 

GROUP 3

Describe how one of your schools has changed on their journey as a Creative School - what

changes have you noticed?

Consider teachers, learners, leaders, pedagogy, curriculum planning and delivery, youth voice,

engagement, partnerships and any other changes. There is a text box for each CA. 

One of my schools changed co-ordinators towards the end of last year. The approach was quite

formal and rigid at the start (from a more top down place). At the start the new co-ordinator was

quite inflexible and lacked confidence. Now there is more confidence to be flexible, to be more

flexible and not stick as rigidly to the plan, more confidence to try something new and getting

out of comfort zone and this has beld through to the rest of the school. 

School came in originally wanting to do a mural. When you pointed out that they hadb't asked

the pupils they had a lightbulb moment - they forgot that asking the pupils was a key step and

they had jumped a few steps ahead. They were actually open to pupil voice and listening to the

pupils and consulting with them. They realised that they had a lot to offer, they realised they had

lots of resources and connections to offer, they realised how resourceful they could be. They

became more flexible and just enjoyed the process without fear. 

Transformation of Principals attitude to the students idea (of cooking) which he at first resisted.

Ended up totally on board and led the way in installing cooking facilities etc.

One of my schools have defintiely changed from thinking about short term goals, specifically an

end "product" and have become more process orientated, thinking about sustainability and the

students wants and neeeds - listening to the students and being guided by the students and

letting themselves be guided by the students. 

Following whole school consultation it has become very clear that there is a great interest

among pupils and ability among teachers (with the right resources and training etc) to get a

great music programme across the school. This is an aspect which was not reflected in the

schools application at all. Teachers especially are really enthuasiastic about the prospect of

working on this programme over the next year.

Noticed a change in how the staff felt about the programme. They began feeling unsure and

seemed vulnerable and I saw a shift in their confidence levels. Having learned a new skills

ie ceramics and used it successfully in their classrooms they were very proud of what their

students produced. I also noticed as time passed and we got to know each other better I

was getting more honest feedback from them. They felt more comfortable with me. The

other change I noticed in this school related to their curriculum planning ie their lack of IT

within the school. When they realised the creative capacity that it could be used in they

were much more open to it.

Increased teacher confidence to incorporate creativity into curriculum. Increase of child

voice. ie Ownership of ideas and increased age appropriate language to describe creativity.

Delight and pleasure at taking part in a variety of creative engagement in Music and film and

drama with acompanying upskilling for both children and staff.  Increased confidence in

using technology. Relationship Trust in discussing and problem solving challenges both

amongst the staff and in the classroom with pupils. Increased confidence to have a go and

jump in to something new. 

Observing the devlopment of the school coordinator from September to March. Initial

enthusiasm, excitment and nervousness plus concern that she was going to be listened to

and taken seriously in the school. Would she have the support to develop the creative

school plan in cnjunction with the students? I found that regular communication,

cheerleading all the positive suggestions she tried, listening to her concerns and building

confidence began to pay off. The most enabling moment was post leadership meeting. It

took from November to early February to set up the leadership meeting with principal etc

but once that had happened and went well the school coordinator felt more supported and

enabled to make her ideas and the ideas of the students happen. The videos sent in for

teachers and students to stimulate thinking around creativity and respond to, the posters on

Padlet, the "drop everything and draw" campaign during creative schools week and student

voice surveys and discusssions being positively were accululative and increasingly well

recieved which also developed confidence. A chill out space with soft furnishings was

discussed and the lack of time available for actual discussion and refelction was observed. 

The school staff and management being more aware of the need for a chill out zone for

students and a space to do nothing! Their school is so busy and packed with activity that I

shared my observation of being mindful of having somewhere to switch off. There was a

shift in the staff's interest in being involved in CS when they realised that the programme

included everyone across the curriculum and wasn't just for the 'creative' subjects. Their

interest and enthusiasm for working collaboratively on cross curricular projects took me by

surprise as previously when I asked for an expression of interest from the staff to contribute

to the CS programme the numbers were small. Having had a chance to meet them and

speak to them about the programme made such a difference.

The school really embraced opportunity to participate in Creative Schools, they put a lot of energy into the consultation with children -

when it emerged children's undertanding of the arts was limited to drawing / painting, teachers spent time exploring different art forms with

children so that their suggestions for a creative project were more informed. 

The school did not have history of working with artists. Now, teachers and children have gained experience working with artists in the

classroom - two classes worked with an artist over a number of weeks on visual art projects, and other classes have engaged with artists

for one-off workshops during the school's creative week / and also with artists in online workshops.

There was a whole school approach to visual art, with all teachers participating in three visual art CPD sessions. One teacher engaged in

the TAP programme, and will work with an artist next term.

The school has built a connection with DCC Arts Office through the Coolock Creative Hub, and have engaged in online workshops. In

partnership with other local schools, the schools is exploring a longer-term partnership with the Arts Office.

They have accessed more outdoor spaces and alternative venues outside of the classroom.

The school is very restricted for space and has a large class of very young children. They

have seen how much more engaged the children are when they are not so limited. The

teachers are very enthusiastic about the program and embracing some of the choices and

interests that evolved out of a creative and active schools week at the end of the year.

Children experienced a selection of taster workshops which has provided an opportunity for

them to explore new ways of expressing themselves. The teachers are keen to take part in

more CPD opportunities that we will be looking into next term. They are going to start a

sketchbook project for each child in the school and have joined access art a arts and

education resource based in the UK to support teachers and artists. 

They evolved in their use of technology - tapping into the skills of one of the teachers to set up Google meet / website etc.

He set up classes during school closures

Their use of and appreciation of outdoor space has evolved in response to the pandemic but also with encouragement from Creative Schools

Openness to new ideas and ways of dealing with problems. eg; Forest school expansion

For example, there is a huge problem with aggression in the school and they have come up with a creative solution to this - Boxing areas, which will have boxing bags in them where the

kids can go and let loose some of their aggression. they already had a calm area (with a sensory deprivation space ship) but this just didn't work for some of the kids. 

School's use of the outdoors is evolving. They already have a school garden, but are looking

at how they can further use the rich outdoor environment around the school as a creative

learning resource across the curriculum. They have invested in a giant polytunnel that can

be used as a learning  / performance / relaxation space. 

Embracing other spaces to learn in. Teachers recognising the importance of play in learning.

In a reflection with them about the Creative week this was something they highlighted. And

the children's engagement so much more so for being given ownership and choices.

Connections with new artists and organisations are 

Describe how one of your schools is evolving in the programme. There is a text box for

each CA. 

Text box

Text box

Text box

Text box

Text box

Text box

From the beginning of the Creative Schools Journey to now much has changed. As well as the school coordinator more teachers have

become involved (through a workshop), students are all aware of the Creative Schools programme (some have participated in online

workshops & all have received a Creative Schools activity pack through the post to their home during one of the school closures) and the

wider school community (parents, all staff) are aware of Creative Schools though the aforementioned post and through posters in the

school.

Teachers are aware of the anger management issue within the school and are using creativity to address the issue. Boxing and the creation

of boxing areas within the school is being developed at the moment. 

There was already a Forest School initiative set up by Helen, my creative coordinator, and this will be expanded upon next year. The school

is close to Ringsend park and they have been using a small area of the park for the past few years to do forest school once per week. This

is just for her one class but hopefully it will be expanded to include more of the classes. Particularly in relation to covid having the kids

outdoors more often is a huge plus. More of the teachers are seeing this as a positive now. 

Students have an appreciation for their school (a place where they can see their friends) which they did not have before the pan


